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In this study we address the problem of predicting the position of a moving lung tumor during
respiration on the basis of external breathing signals—a technique used for beam gating, tracking,
and other dynamic motion management techniques in radiation therapy. We demonstrate the use of
neural network filters to correlate tumor position with external surrogate markers while simulta-
neously predicting the motion ahead in time, for situations in which neither the breathing pattern
nor the correlation between moving anatomical elements is constant in time. One pancreatic cancer
patient and two lung cancer patients with mid/upper lobe tumors were fluoroscopically imaged to
observe tumor motion synchronously with the movement of external chest markers during free
breathing. The external marker position was provided as input to a feed-forward neural network that
correlated the marker and tumor movement to predict the tumor position up to 800 ms in advance.
The predicted tumor position was compared to its observed position to establish the accuracy with
which the filter could dynamically track tumor motion under nonstationary conditions. These results
were compared to simplified linear versions of the filter. The two lung cancer patients exhibited
complex respiratory behavior in which the correlation between surrogate marker and tumor position
changed with each cycle of breathing. By automatically and continuously adjusting its parameters
to the observations, the neural network achieved better tracking accuracy than the fixed and adap-
tive linear filters. Variability and instability in human respiration complicate the task of predicting
tumor position from surrogate breathing signals. Our results show that adaptive signal-processing
filters can provide more accurate tumor position estimates than simpler stationary filters when
presented with nonstationary breathing motion. © 2005 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2134958�
INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the problem of predicting tumor motion
from surrogate breathing signals for the purpose of synchro-
nizing a radiotherapy beam to a moving target. In an earlier
report1 we demonstrated the use of adaptive signal-
processing filters for this purpose while simultaneously ac-
commodating the beam delivery system’s response latency
time. Here, we apply a nonlinear adaptive neural network to
the problem and evaluate its effectiveness compared to sim-
pler linear and nonadaptive filters.

Respiratory motion complicates the targeting of external
radiation to tumors in the lung, pancreas, and other thoracic
and abdominal sites. Historically, the response has been to
encompass the expected range of tumor positions with a
planning target volume, but this irradiates more normal tis-
sue than one would like. Two new techniques are being de-
veloped to actively adapt beam delivery to breathing motion.
The first approach synchronizes the radiation delivery cycle
to the respiratory cycle so that the beam is on only when the
tumor is believed to be within a certain target position
window.2–6 The second approach follows the moving tumor
with the beam.7–11

Synchronized beam gating and tracking both require

knowledge of the tumor’s whereabouts throughout the
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breathing cycle. Continuous radiographic observation of the
tumor during treatment has been employed in a beam-gating
system,5 but this approach often is not feasible. Instead, one
can attempt to infer the internal tumor position indirectly
from surrogate anatomical motion that can be monitored
externally.11–14 If the tumor motion and surrogate signal are
spatially and temporally correlated, then the tumor position
can be deduced. This indirect tracking strategy is the subject
of our study. For the purposes of our discussion, we will use
external chest markers as the surrogate motion indicator, al-
though the concepts and results apply equally well to other
breathing signals.

In the simplest implementation of indirect tumor tracking,
it is assumed that the correlation between tumor and surro-
gate marker position is constant in amplitude and phase for
time periods that are long compared to the duration of the
treatment. The correlation is measured before beginning the
fraction by observing tumor and marker motion simulta-
neously; then, during the treatment fraction only the marker
position is observed, from which the tumor position is in-
ferred. However, because normal breathing is variable15–19

and tumor motion can follow complex trajectories �espe-
cially in the mid-to-upper lobes of the lung�, there will be
many patients for which this simple assumption is invalid.20
To best treat these more difficult cases, the motion tracking
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system should monitor and update the tumor and marker
motion correlation during the actual delivery of radiation.
Because the surrogate tracking strategy is intended specifi-
cally for situations that do not allow for continuous tumor
localization, one must employ a hybrid tracking scheme in
which periodic direct observations of the tumor position dur-
ing treatment are combined with the continuous observation
of the correlated marker motion.11 The periodic tumor imag-
ing data are used to update the tumor/marker correlation if
and when it varies. This is the scenario that we consider.

Regardless of how one arrives at an estimate of the tumor
position, there will be some delay before a dynamic system
can make its corrective response. This delay can range from
50 ms for the beam to be gated to several hundred millisec-
onds for the beam to be physically realigned. To keep the
beam on target the tumor position must be anticipated by the
system delay �latency� time.

The problems of inferring tumor position from surrogate
markers and predicting it ahead in time to compensate sys-
tem lag have been addressed separately by a few other re-
searchers, but in more limited approximations to the tumor
tracking problem. Sharp et al.21 have analyzed semiempirical
filters for temporal prediction of respiration, but did not ad-
dress tumor correlation with surrogate markers. Vedam et al.
have analyzed stationary harmonic prediction models and
linear predictive filters for the respiratory motion of the
diaphragm,22 and have also analyzed the correlation between
the diaphragm and external chest motion,12 but have not ad-
dressed the actual tumor correlation/prediction problem. Ahn
et al.23 have measured internal versus external motion corre-
lations for lung and diaphragm sites and estimated the accu-
racy of inferring the internal tumor site from a simple sta-
tionary linear correlation with external marker motion. Their
results showed a wide range in predictive accuracy using this
simple approach, with the best case reducing the uncertainty
of the tumor position by 75%, while a number of cases �es-
pecially in the mid/upper lung� had little or no predictive
ability at all.

In the complete indirect tracking scheme the external
marker position at time t is provided as input to the
prediction/correlation control loop, which outputs the tumor
position at the future time t+�. In our original study1 we
observed that semiempirical control loop filters have the in-
herent flexibility to deal with the complex, individualized,
and variable character of normal breathing behavior, and pro-
posed that adaptive filters would give better results than their
stationary counterparts. Adaptive filters operate by using an
initial set of observational data to initialize free parameters
such that the filter output optimally matches the known target
signal. The filter parameters are then progressively updated
via later sampling of the input and target signals.

In this paper we demonstrate the use of an adaptive neural
network filter to predict lung tumor motion ahead in time
from surrogate marker measurements, for cases where both
the breathing cycle and the tumor/marker correlation vary
during treatment. For the demonstration we used three rep-
resentative examples of respiratory motion data ranging from

a very regular, stable tumor/surrogate position correlation to
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a very noisy, very irregular correlation. We show that, when
presented with complex nonstationary signals, the adaptive
filters can improve the predictability of tumor position com-
pared to simpler linear and/or stationary algorithms.

METHOD AND MATERIALS

The respiratory motion data

For this study we chose three clinical examples of respi-
ratory motion data �patients A, B, and C�, from a cohort of
eight patients undergoing image-guided radiosurgery.10,24

These choices presented easy, medium, and hard-to-track tu-
mor motions. One of the patients �A� had a pancreatic tumor;
the other two �B and C� had midlobe lung tumors. Each
patient had three fiducial markers implanted in his/her tumor
for localization during therapy. In addition to the internal
tumor fiducials, three small lead markers were affixed to the
front external chest surface. Our data consist of fluoroscopic
studies of the patients during free breathing. The fluoro-
scopic sequences were taken from AP and lateral viewpoints
that were arranged so that both the external markers and
internal fiducials were simultaneously visible in each image
frame. This strategy ensured that the marker and tumor po-
sition data were exactly synchronized. Figure 1 shows an AP
frame from patient C, illustrating the placement of the fidu-
cials within the tumor and the external chest marker �visible
within the enhanced regions of interest�. The internal fidu-
cials revealed the motion of the tumor itself, while the exter-
nal markers acted as surrogates for the tumor motion. Patient
A’s pancreatic tumor motion followed the diaphragm/
abdomen in a regular pattern, while patients B and C exhib-
ited significant nonstationary correlations over time intervals
of a few minutes.

It is well known that breathing patterns can change on a
time scale of minutes, which means that a short observation
interval of 30 s or less will not necessarily show the respira-
tory motion that occurs during the treatment fraction. To ob-
tain data over realistic time scales, we observed the three
patients in extended fluoroscopic sequences. Patient A was
observed for two 45 s periods separated by 120 s without

FIG. 1. An AP fluoroscopic image frame for patient C showing the fiducials
implanted in the lung tumor and the surrogate chest marker �highlighted by
an edge filter in the square regions of interest�.
fluoroscopy. Patient B was observed in three 50 s sequences
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spaced by 180 s intervals. For patient C there were two ob-
servations lasting 80 s that were separated by 180 s of no
fluoroscopy.

The fluoroscopic sequences were videotaped and then
analyzed offline. The analysis program used automatic con-
trast enhancement, edge filtering, and local thresholding to
isolate each internal fiducial and external marker and extract
its �x ,y� coordinates in each frame. These data were com-
piled into files that provided a frame-by-frame record of the
tumor coordinates correlated with the external marker coor-
dinates.

We separated the analysis of tumor prediction into three
parts. First, we measured the accuracy with which the inter-
nal tumor position could be inferred from the external
marker position using three different filter configurations.
Then, we measured the accuracy with which the external
marker position could be predicted � seconds ahead in time
to allow for the delayed response of a breathing compensa-
tion technique. Finally, we combined the two processes by
measuring the accuracy with which the internal tumor posi-
tion could be inferred from the external marker position
while predicting it � seconds in advance. The results pre-
sented here are for tumor motion in the inferior/superior di-
rection correlated to marker motion measured in the left/right
and anterior/posterior directions.

The adaptive filtering process

Linear adaptive filters and neural networks are heuristic
learning algorithms that configure themselves to replicate in-
coming signals without using any a priori models of the
signal shape or generation process. In our application the
filtering process consisted of supplying the measured trajec-
tory M�t� of the external chest marker to the filter input while
taking from the filter output an estimate P�t� of either the
external marker position at a later time �for the temporal
prediction tests� or the internal tumor position �for the corre-
lation and prediction/correlation tests�. The filter output was
then compared to the actual tumor or marker coordinates
D�t� to get an error signal ��t� for adjusting the filter’s free
parameters. The error signal was also recorded as a running
record of the predictive accuracy of the filter. We used one of
the data sequences for each patient as training data to initial-
ize the filter parameters, and then tested the filter perfor-
mance against the other sets of data.

If the input signal M�t� is stationary in time �i.e., its av-
erage over a fixed time interval does not change with time�,
then once the weights have been set by, e.g., a least-squares
optimization during an initial training period, the filter will
continue making an optimal estimate of the signal indefi-
nitely. Furthermore, the temporal prediction accuracy will
not change with latency. If the signal is not stationary then
the filter will become increasingly inaccurate over time and
the temporal prediction error will increase with latency. The
solution to a nonstationary problem is to continually adjust
the weights in response to the current signal characteristics
so that the influence of the older signal samples diminishes

as time passes. This defines an adaptive filter.
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Our observations of tumor and/or surrogate organ posi-
tions were made at discrete time intervals. We will count
observation intervals with the index i, and for compactness
of notation will indicate the time of the current observation
as t, the time of the previous observation as t−1, and the
time of the ith preceding observation as t− i.

The filter design

For our tests we used a feed-forward neural network �NN�
made of two input neurons with a sigmoid activation func-
tion feeding into a single-output neuron. The input signal for
the external marker was first corrected for drifting dc offset
by subtracting a running average of every marker sample to
give zero mean and then rescaled to give variance of 1. The
correlated tumor position was likewise centered on its mean
and rescaled to unity variance. The rescaled input signal was
divided into N sequential time samples using a tapped delay
line, and the N samples were distributed in parallel to the two
input neurons. This allowed the filter to remember the last N
time samples. An additional input derived from the running
time average of the input was also distributed to the two
neurons. Each input to each neuron had an adjustable weight
associated with it. Two additional weights were associated
with the inputs from the first to the second layer, and a third
weight on the output signal acted as a normalization. There-
fore, there were altogether 2�N+1�+3 adjustable weights to
train. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the tapped delay line
input, the neural network, and the complete filter configured
for combined correlation/prediction in an actual real-time ap-
plication.

A sigmoid activation function is nonlinear. If it is replaced
by a linear function then the network reduces to a single
layer perceptron, which is equivalent to a linear filter �Eq.
�1��

P�t� = �iwiM�t − i�; 0 � i � = N , �1�

where wi are the adjustable weights. Nonlinear neural net-
works are better than the linear perceptron in learning to
recognize complex patterns in the input data, so we expect
the NN to do better than a linear filter when presented with
complex signals. At the same time, because the linear filter is
a special case of the NN, we expect the NN to always do at
least as well as the linear filter when operating under the
same conditions. To investigate this we have tested both a
linear and nonlinear filter design.

For combined prediction/correlation the linear and nonlin-
ear filters were configured differently. The linear filter was
set up in two stages—a prediction stage with N weights feed-
ing its estimate of the surrogate marker position at �t+�� into
a correlation stage with another N weights. The nonlinear
NN was set up as a single composite stage with �2N+3�
weights, as shown in Fig. 2. This allowed us to examine the
relative merits of the two designs.

Choosing the signal history length for the input

The first step in filter optimization is to determine the

signal history length for the input. This is particularly influ-
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ential for the temporal prediction function. The spacing of
the samples, times the number of samples, determines the
signal history length. If it is too short, the filter remembers
only the most recent features and loses accuracy at longer
latencies. If there are too few samples in the window, one
loses temporal resolution; if there are too many samples in
the window the training and adaptation rate decreases and
the filter cannot react fast enough to change.

The sampling rate for our data was 10 Hz. We determined
that 20–25 samples, corresponding to a history of 2–2.5 s,
was sufficient. This �unsurprisingly� spanned approximately
one average breathing cycle. A similar analysis for the cor-
relation filter also indicated that 25 samples defined a good
signal history window.

Optimizing the number of input weights

Each input requires a weight parameter. Too many
weights will make the NN ill-conditioned and slow to adapt
to changes in the input. With too few weights the filter be-
comes insensitive to detailed structure in the input. This is
further complicated by the fact that the training process must
work from a limited amount of training data. Too little train-
ing data or too many parameters can lead to overtraining of

the network, resulting in instability. Therefore, one must find
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an optimal number of weights to balance sensitivity and ro-
bustness. As a general rule of thumb, the number of NN
weights should be less than about 1 /10 the number of train-
ing examples. Our data series were 400–600 samples long,
which provided for about 500 training examples per patient.
Therefore, we used N=20 input samples, which corre-
sponded to 45 weights total.

If the data on the inputs are highly correlated, then the NN
can use up many inputs �and weight parameters� on a small
amount of useful information. Principal components analysis
�PCA� can be used to concentrate the useful input informa-
tion into fewer inputs. The data present on an initial number
of N inputs are reconstructed on a set M �N of principal
component axes that are defined such that the data compo-
nents reflected on the axes are maximally uncorrelated with
one another. Each independent component of input is di-
rected to its corresponding principal axis, which becomes a
new input node. The PCA calculation produces a rank order-
ing of the principal axes. The axis that accounts for the larg-
est part of the signal information is ranked first; the next
most informative axis is ranked second, and so on. This al-
lows the user to cut off the principal axis expansion at the
number M �N of components that account for most �if not

FIG. 2. Schematic of the neural net-
work configured for real-time correla-
tion and prediction. A tapped delay
line distributes the incoming marker
signal M�t� to 2N input nodes of the
neural network; the output of the first
layer of neurons is transferred via a
sigmoid activation function to the out-
put neuron; the output neuron delivers
the predicted tumor position P�t� for
comparison to the actual position D�t�.
all� of the useful information. This can reduce the dimension-
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ality of the input and thus the number of weights. We took
the initial 20 sequential input signal samples for the neural
network and used PCA to reduce the number of input
weights, then compared the accuracy of the filter to its per-
formance without dimensionality reduction via PCA.

Training the filters

Because the individual sequences of data were compara-
tively short, the filters were trained on one sequence of data
and then tested on a second sequence. The linear adaptive
filter weights were trained and updated using the Least Mean
Square �LMS� scheme25

wi�t + 1� = wi�t� + 2���t� D�t − i�; 0 � i � N , �2�

where ��t�= P�t�−D�t� is the error in the current estimated
signal sample P�t�. The parameter � determines the speed of
convergence. We have found from empirical trials that a
good compromise between accuracy and speed of conver-
gence is obtained when

� = 0.05/trace�R� , �3�

where �R� is an estimate of the covariance matrix of the input
signal samples. The nonlinear neural network was trained
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.25 The initial train-
ing used the full sampling rate of 10 Hz for the tumor and
surrogate marker positions.

Training a nonlinear neural network is more difficult be-
cause the weights are initialized at random. Therefore, a
single training pass can sometimes result in an exceptionally
good filter, but sometimes result in a very bad one. The stan-
dard defense against this is to run the training process mul-
tiple times while averaging the resulting filters. However, too
many training runs can overfit the filter, causing it to become
too closely matched to the training data. To prevent this the
training process can be monitored by using a third data set
for each patient as a validation sequence. After each training
epoch the filter is tested against the validation sequence. For
the initial training epochs the performance on both the train-
ing and validation set improves, but if the filter begins to
overfit the data then the validation performance will begin to
decrease while the training performance continues to im-
prove. This is a good time to stop the training.

Updating the filters during tests

Once the filters were initialized by the training process,
they were applied to the test data sequences. The updating
simulated clinical practice. For pure temporal prediction both
filters were updated each time a new external surrogate po-
sition sample appeared at the input, i.e., at a rate of 10 Hz.

The process of adaptively updating the spatial correlation
by periodically relocating the tumor position was simulated
by supplying the filter with every time sample of the marker
coordinates but only updating it with new tumor coordinates
after every nth sample. The time interval between tumor po-
sition updates was tested at 1.0 s, 5.0 s, and infinity to ob-

serve the effect of update frequency on the accuracy of the
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inferred tumor position. �As the interval between updates
increases, the adaptive filter approaches the behavior of a
stationary filter.�

For prediction/correlation the two-stage linear filter had

FIG. 3. The correlation plots of tumor versus marker position for �a� patient
A; �b� patient B; and �c� patient C, derived by sampling a data point once
every second during the test sequences.
its temporal predictor stage updated at the external data sam-
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pling rate, while the correlation stage had its weights updated
at the tumor sampling rate. The one-stage neural network
combined both stages into a single filter that updated all of
its weights at the tumor sampling rate.

Evaluation of the data

In a properly configured signal-processing filter algorithm
the output should scale with the input; i.e., its performance
should be independent of the absolute signal magnitude, thus
allowing the signals to be normalized to, e.g., unit scale. Our
performance measure for each of the three categories of test
was the normalized root-mean-square error �nRMSE� be-
tween the predicted and actual signal over all the samples
during the test interval

nRMSE = ��i�Di − Pi�2/�i�Di − �z�2�1/2, �4�

where Di is the ith observation, Pi is the estimate of the ith
observation, and �z is the mean of all the observations. For
an approximately sinusoidal signal the nRMSE is related to
the peak-to-peak standard deviation of the predicted signal
from the actual signal according to

nRMSE = 2 � 2�S . D . /�S� , �5�

where �S is the peak-to-peak excursion of the signal �i.e., the
full range of tumor displacement�. A nRMSE of 28% there-
fore corresponds to a 10% peak-to-peak standard deviation.
A nRMSE error of 100% indicates no correlation at all be-
tween the predicted and actual signal—one might as well
take the average input signal as the predicted output. Equa-
tion �5� can be used to translate the filter’s accuracy approxi-
mately into absolute distances of displacement.

RESULTS

The aim of this study was to demonstrate the effect of
adapting the filter algorithms as new respiratory data were
acquired. We preface the results with the following observa-

FIG. 4. The synchronized positions of patient C
tions:
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�1� a stationary filter is the limiting case of an adaptive filter
when the interval between data samples used to update
the filter weights increases to infinity;

�2� if the signals are spatially stationary �i.e., the tumor/
surrogate correlation does not change in time� then
adapting the filter will not improve results over a station-
ary filter; conversely, if the filter performance improves
as the updating interval decreases, then the correlation is
not stationary; and

�3� if the signal is temporally stationary, then once a filter
has been trained it will predict future signal samples
with constant accuracy regardless of the predict-ahead
time �i.e., the latency�; conversely, if the filter prediction
loses accuracy as the latency increases, then the signal is
not stationary.

If the signals are not stationary, then an adaptive filter should
always do as well or better than its stationary counterpart.

Spatial correlation

The most important function of the filter in the indirect
tracking application is prediction of the tumor position based
on the surrogate position. Figure 3�a� shows the spatial cor-
relation of tumor and external surrogate marker measured in
one dimension for patient A, who had a pancreatic tumor.
This motion correlation is an example of the kind of simple
stationary pattern that can be predicted with equal accuracy
using a stationary linear filter, an adaptive linear filter, and an
adaptive neural network. Therefore, we will not elaborate
further on the results for patient A.

Figure 3�b� shows the corresponding correlation for pa-
tient B—a lung patient with a moderately irregular respira-
tion pattern. We would expect a stationary linear filter to give
less accurate results for this patient than for patient A. Patient
C presented the most irregular respiratory pattern among our
three examples, resulting in the tumor/marker correlation in
Fig. 3�c�. Figure 4 shows the synchronized motion of patient

or and external marker over a period of 60 s.
C’s tumor and external chest marker measured in one dimen-
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sion over a 1-min interval. These data illustrate some of the
effects that can confound attempts at temporally predicting
the respiratory cycle and inferring tumor position from other
surrogate signals. We note that the external marker’s time
sequence varies in amplitude and period by more than 30%
from one cycle to the next, which makes it highly nonsta-
tionary. The tumor motion is clearly influenced not only be
respiration but also by additional periodic rhythms that may
include the heartbeat. The phase difference between the peak
tumor and peak marker displacements varies over the obser-
vation interval, and the baseline fluctuations of the tumor and
marker are not synchronized. We would expect the perfor-
mance of a simple stationary filter to be worst of all for this
patient.

Figure 3 can be used to estimate the accuracy of predict-
ing tumor position from surrogate marker position using a
simple linear stationary model. Such a model is equivalent to
fitting a straight line to the correlation data and then using
the fit to predict tumor position from the marker. For patient
A the stationary model has nRMSE=14%. For patient B the
stationary nRMSE=40%, while for patient C the stationary
nRMSE=100%. Recall that when nRMSE=100% there is no

FIG. 5. The normalized root-mean-square error �nRMSE� in the spatial cor-
relation of tumor and marker for patients B and C, using the stationary
linear, adaptive linear, and adaptive neural network filters. The adaptive
filters were updated at 1 and 5 s intervals.
predictive power at all—the average position of the tumor is
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the best estimate. These are the results against which one
should compare the effectiveness of adapting the filters to
new data as they are acquired.

Figure 5 shows the relative performance of the three cor-
relation algorithms for patients B and C, for increasing inter-
vals between tumor position updates. The improvement in
performance as the update frequency increased shows that
the correlation was nonstationary. Unsurprisingly, the sta-
tionary filter �infinite update interval� provided the poorest
results in both cases. For patient C �the most irregular case�
the stationary filter was completely unable to correlate the
marker and tumor motions �as the simple linear correlation
analysis already showed�. For patient B �the moderately ir-
regular case� the linear adaptive filter actually did a little
better than the neural network �contrary to expectation�,
while the more complex and irregular patterns for patient C
were handled better by the neural network.

Temporal prediction

This group of tests measured the predictability of the ex-
ternal chest marker position up to 800 ms in advance. Figure
6 summarizes the results for the linear and NN adaptive filter

FIG. 6. The nRMSE in the temporal prediction of the motion of the external
markers for patients B and C for lag times of 200, 500, and 800 ms, using
the adaptive linear and NN filters.
algorithms applied to lung tumor patients B and C. The de-
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crease in accuracy as the latency increased shows that neither
patient’s temporal respiration pattern was stationary. The dif-
ference in performance between the linear filter and the neu-
ral network is not significant.

Combined spatial correlation and temporal prediction

Figure 7 summarizes the accuracy with which the filters
could correlate the tumor motion with the external marker
for both patients while looking ahead up to 800 ms to allow
for system lag time. In each graph the prediction accuracy is
plotted for 1 and 5 s tumor update intervals. For both pa-
tients the adaptive filters outperformed the stationary filter,
and the adaptive neural network equaled or outperformed the
adaptive linear filter.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the use and
effectiveness of adaptive filters to predict tumor position
from surrogate marker movement in a real-time control loop,
using representative examples of clinical data. Our three case
studies represented the range of breathing patterns observed
in a small cohort of patients treated via image-guided radio-
surgery. The pancreatic patient presented a straightforward
tracking problem that could be handled by the least sophis-
ticated filter. The two lung patients presented more challeng-
ing behaviors. The tumors were in the mid/upper lung, the
correlations between tumor and chest motion were variable,
and the tumor motion had additional nonrespiratory influ-

FIG. 7. For each filter, the nRMSE in the tumor position following spatial co

1 and 5 s and latencies of 200, 500, and 800 ms.
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ences. Patient C was significantly more erratic than patient
B. A comprehensive gating or tracking system should be pre-
pared to deal with cases such as these, as well as even more
difficult cases.

For lung patients B and C we found that, when compared
to simple stationary algorithms, the adaptive filters gave an
improvement in predicting the tumor position from the
marker position. For patient C, where the simpler approaches
could not be made to work at all, the more sophisticated
neural network filter had a useful effect. This was not sur-
prising, as the patient data were selected because they pre-
sented the type of problems that adaptive filters are designed
to solve. There will be many clinical situations �such as pa-
tient A� where simpler algorithms will work effectively, but a
control loop should be designed to handle the widest possible
variety of actual patient behavior.

This study introduces many of the design issues that must
be addressed to find the optimal filter setup. For example, the
linear filter was designed as a two-stage predictor/correlator,
while the neural network combined spatial correlation and
temporal prediction in a single stage. The single-stage con-
figuration allowed less frequent updating for the temporal
prediction. Nevertheless, the NN outperformed the linear fil-
ter for the longer latency intervals. On the other hand, it
appeared to reach a limiting accuracy as the latency period
was reduced below 500 ms, which was most likely because it
had less temporal resolution in the updating scheme.

tion and temporal prediction from the marker signal, for update intervals of
rrela
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In our tests, dimensionality reduction of the NN inputs by
principal component analysis �PCA� did not improve tempo-
ral prediction accuracy. This was not surprising—reducing
the number of samples in the signal history window reduces
time resolution. On the other hand, reduction from 20 to 5
inputs via PCA did improve the tumor spatial correlation
results. This would indicate that PCA identifies those com-
ponents of the surrogate marker position signal that provide
the most useful information about the tumor position. This
would be even more relevant to an obvious generalization of
the NN filter for correlated tumor tracking. Some patients are
chest breathers, some patients are abdominal breathers, and
some patients switch back and forth. It is often not obvious
where to put the surrogate marker�s� for the best results. A
NN can combine data from more than one marker, allowing
one to track multiple points on the chest and abdomen. Prin-
cipal component analysis of the inputs would maximize the
independent marker information on the inputs, and then the
network weights would identify those inputs that best corre-
late with tumor position. We also note that cardiac influence
on lung and pancreas tumors is readily observable.20 A NN
can combine both a surrogate breathing signal and a cardiac
signal to improve the description of the overall tumor motion
trajectory.

In summary, the usefulness of adaptive filtering was dem-
onstrated by varying the adaptation interval between tumor
position updates. As the interval increased, the adaptive fil-
ter’s prediction/correlation accuracy diminished as it ap-
proached that of a stationary filter. Our results show that
adapting the filter weights to new data improved the perfor-
mance of the filter when presented with nonstationary sig-
nals. In the most extreme case the adaptive filter provided
useful correlative predictability when the stationary filter was
completely unable to do so. The results also show that a
nonlinear neural network can give greater accuracy than a
linear filter as the breathing patterns become more complex.
We conclude that adaptability and nonlinearity can be useful
attributes of control loops for the prediction and correlation
of tumor motion and become more important as breathing
motion becomes more complex and erratic.
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